Abstract-In this paper, we present YoTube-a novel network fusion framework for searching action proposals in untrimmed videos, where each action proposal corresponds to a spatialtemporal video tube that potentially locates one human action. Our method consists of a recurrent YoTube detector and a static YoTube detector, where the recurrent YoTube explores the regression capability of RNN for candidate bounding boxes predictions using learnt temporal dynamics and the static YoTube produces the bounding boxes using rich appearance cues in a single frame. Both networks are trained using rgb and optical flow in order to fully exploit the rich appearance, motion and temporal context, and their outputs are fused to produce accurate and robust proposal boxes. Action proposals are finally constructed by linking these boxes using dynamic programming with a novel trimming method to handle the untrimmed video effectively and efficiently. Extensive experiments on the challenging UCF-101 and UCF-Sports datasets show that our proposed technique obtains superior performance compared with the state-of-the-art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video activity analysis has attracted increasing attention in recent years due to its wide application in video surveillance and human computer interaction. Most works focus on action classification [1] , [2] , which aims to assign a global category label to a video sequence. On the other side, action detection [3] - [5] which targets to localize the spatial-temporal extent of human actions is equally important by providing localized action information for tasks requiring precise positioning e.g. assistive agents and autonomous vehicles. Similar to the object detection where fast and reliable object proposal can greatly improve the performance of higher level understanding tasks, an efficient action proposal can greatly facilitate video activity analysis [6] - [11] as studied by Yu et al. [12] .
Action proposal is a challenging task due to significant variations in human pose, illumination, occlusion, blur and background clutter. In addition, the commonly available untrimmed videos bring additional noises for accurate localization of the actions. Existing works have advanced the performance by segmentation-and-merging [3] , [4] , [13] , dense trajectories clustering [14] , human detection [12] and deep learning [15] . Most of these methods handle trimmed videos based on image object proposal or their variants, which either use sensitive low-level cues or separate the spatial appearance and temporal motion information learning into two isolated processes, where the later accumulates errors and also hinders the end-to-end optimization.
This paper presents a novel network fusion framework called YoTube that locates spatially compact and temporally smooth action proposals within untrimmed videos. A flowmap of our method is shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, our framework consists of a recurrent YoTube detector and a static YoTube detector. The recurrent YoTube explores to produce frame bounding boxes which exploits temporal contexts by empowering recurrent neural network (RNN) with the regression capability. The static YoTube is trained to better exploit the rich global appearance cues within each individual frame. These two networks are end-to-end optimized using complementary information of RGB and Flow, and their outputs are fused to produce accurate bounding boxes in each video frame. To this end, our proposed network framework overcomes the limitation of existing works by fusing the appearance, motion and temporal context simultaneously.
The action proposals are finally constructed by linking the candidate action boxes using dynamic programming with a novel path trimming technique. In the first pass, action paths encompassing the whole video are generated by considering their actionness score and overlap in spatial temporal domain. In the second pass, a novel temporal path trimming method is designed which exploits the actioness and background score transition pattern and is capable of handling the paths spanning the whole video.
Our key contributions are three folds. First, we propose a novel network fusion framework which learns appearance, motion and temporal context simultaneously. Second, we explore the regression capability of RNN for spatial-temporal action proposal for the first time. Third, we design an efficient path trimming technique that is capable of handling untrimmed videos without requiring time-consuming techniques of existing methods. Fig. 1 . Conceptual illustration of our method: we explore the regression capability of RNN and CNN to directly regress sequences of bounding boxes. The located bounding boxes are then seamed into longer action proposals with path linking and trimming.
II. RELATED WORK

Action Proposals
utilizing a hidden state in each recurrent cell. The unit works like a dynamic memory which can be changed according to the previous states. The recurrent update process of RNN can be modeled as follows:
where h t is the output hidden state and g t is the output at time t, and σ is an element-wise non-linearity. However, conventional RNN is difficult to incorporate longrange information due to the inflating or decaying of the backpropagation error over time. Hence Long-short Term Memory (LSTM) [16] is proposed to incorporate memory that has explicitly control of when to 'forget' and when to 'update' given new information. Recently, LSTM has been actively applied to action classification and video description with state-of-the-art performance [1] . The LSTM unit we use in our work is similar to the one in [16] :
where i t is the input gate, f t is the forget gate, o t is the output gate, g t is the input modulation gate, and c t is the sum of previous memory cell c t−1 which is modulated by forget gate f t and modulation gate g t . An illustration of LSTM is shown in Fig.2 .
Regression based Object Detection: Recent advances in deep learning have lifted the performance of state-of-the-art object detection. There are two paradigms: one is based on unsupervised proposal techniques such as selective search [17] and EdgeBox [18] , which have boosted initial ConvNet detectors, such as Fast-RCNN. However, hand-crafted object proposal is not directly correlated with the final recognition task which may undermine the performance of object recognition. Hence researchers proposed to use CNN to directly regress the bounding boxes of object proposal using Region Proposal Network (RPN) [19] recently. This further boosted the development of other regression based detection methods (e.g. YOLO [20] and SSD [21] ) that have demonstrated higher accuracy and speed. YOLO performs inference with global image descriptor, hence can better exploit the context information in whole image to avoid the influence from background. RPN and SSD use local image patches for bounding boxes regression with faster speed, but at a cost of more bounding boxes.
However, these methods are for static images which neglects the useful temporal context among adjacent frames. Our work explores to extend the regression based detectors to spatial temporal domain using RNN for the first time. Our study reveals that, RNN can capture as important information as CNN, and their combination yields superior performance as compared with either component alone.
Video Action Proposal: Early successes in action detection are based on exhaustive search using sliding cuboids [22] - [24] . However, the rigid cuboid is difficult to capture the versatile shape of the human actions. Besides cuboid search, Tran et al. [25] explored structure output regression to detect spatial-temporal action tubes, but they can only search the best action path with fixed size window. Although these early attempts have solved action localization problem to some extent, the tremendously large search space leads to great computational cost. Action proposal has great potential to significantly reduce the search space by generating sequences of bounding boxes with good localization of candidate human actions in spatiotemporal domain. Due to the large volume of literatures, we only review the works which are most directly related with our approach.
Unsupervised image based object proposals [17] [26] have been directly extended for video action proposal. Jain et al. [3] extend selective search [17] to produce action proposal by clustering the video into voxels, which are then hierarchically merged into action proposals. Similarly, Oneata et al. [4] extends the work in [26] by introducing a randomized supervoxel segmentation method for proposal generation. Inspired by the video segmentation method by Brox and Malik [27] , Jain et al. [14] propose to generation action proposals by clustering long term point trajectories with improved speed and accuracy.
Supervised frame-level human detection has also been introduced to further improve the performance. Yu et al. [12] use human detector and generate the action proposal by using max sub-path search. Inspired by the success of deep learning, Gkioxari and Malik [5] propose to train two stream R-CNN networks [28] with selective search to detect action regions. They link the high scored action boxes to form action tubes. Detection-and-tracking methods have also been used for action localization and action proposal. Weinzaepfel et al. [29] train a two-stream R-CNN to detect action regions and they also train another instance-level detectors to track the regions with Spatio-Temporal Motion Histogram. Li et al. [15] train a single stream RPN [19] to replace R-CNN in [29] for proposal boxes generation and use an improved method of [12] to generate action proposal. The miss detections are remedied by trackingby-detection and achieved the state-of-the-art performance.
Although aforementioned methods have greatly advanced the quality of action proposal, they still have limitations. Specifically, most of these works [3] - [5] , [12] , [14] either produce action proposals frame-by-frame individually which ignores the interplay between appearance, motion and temporal context among adjacent frames or arrange the spatial information learning and temporal context learning into isolated processes [15] , [29] which produce less satisfactory results. Moreover, most of these methods work on trimmed videos [3] - [5] , [14] . To handle untrimmed video, extra detectors need to be trained using low-level features which further accumulates errors [15] , [29] .
Our method belongs to the two-stream deep learning based approach. Similar to these prior works, we train a static YoTube detector to detect frame-level action candidates, but we perform reasoning using global image features to reduce the interference from background clutter. In addition, we trained a recurrent YoTube detector to capture the long-term dependency and context among adjacent frames which are largely neglected in those existing methods. The two networks can be optimized end-to-end by simultaneously integrating appearance, motion and temporal dynamics, and their outputs are further fused for accurate candidate action box prediction. Moreover, we design a novel and efficient path trimming technique which is capable of handling untrimmed videos directly without requiring time-consuming techniques of existing methods
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed method takes an untrimmed video as input and outputs the action proposal accordingly as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Our framework consists of two steps: (1) sequential candidate action bounding boxes prediction using recurrent and static YoTube; (2) action path linking and trimming. Further details of our method are elaborated in the following sections. 
A. YoTube for Action Candidate Boxes Generation
One limitation of existing deep learning based action proposals methods is they either process a video frame-byframe [5] or separate spatial and temporal information learning into two isolated processes [15] , [29] . On the other hand, temporal dynamics and contexts among adjacent frames have been proven to be useful for recent state-of-the-arts in action classification and video description [1] . Inspired by this idea, we design a network fusion framework which can incorporate apperance, motion and temporal context learning in a unified and end-to-end optimizable manner.
We firstly describe the recurrent YoTube, which is a Longterm Recurrent Convolutional Network (LRCN) [1] that combines CNN and RNN for sequence bounding boxes prediction. Note LRCN was initially designed for action classification, which maps a sequence of input feature vectors into sequence of frame lables. In this work, we adapt LRCN to map the sequence of feature vectors to sequence of tensors encoding the object bounding boxes information, as inspired by the recent popular regression based object detectors [19] , [20] . Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of recurrent YoTube which works by passing each video frame f t at time t into a CNN to produce a fixed-length feature x t . Then x t is passed into the recurrent LSTM, which maps the input x t and previous time step hidden state h t−1 to a new hidden state h t and bounding boxes o t as in Eq. 2. The inference is conducted sequentially from top to bottom as illustrated in Fig. 3 , hence the context in earlier frames t l (t l < t) can be propagated to the current frame t.
The output o t for frame t is a K × K × (B × 5 + |S|) tensor encodes the output bounding boxes information. Specifically, it means to divide the image into K × K grids. Each grid cell will predict B bounding boxes which are parameterized by (x, y, w, h, c) where (x, y) represents the center of the box relative to the bounds of the cell. The width w (or height h) is normalized with respect to the image width (height). The confidence c predicts the IoU between the predicted box and any ground-truth box. Moreover, each cell will also predict a score tuple S = (s ac , s bg ), where s ac and s bg is an actionness score and a background score for the given cell, respectively.
The loss function to be minimized is defined as a sumsquared error between prediction o t and ground-truthô t for optimization simplicity [20] :
is the cell i of the ground-truthô t , 1 obj i
denotes if object appears in cell i, 1 obj ij denotes that the j th bounding box predictor in cell i is responsible for the prediction (i.e. has the higher IoU with the ground truth between the B boxes) and 1 noobj ij denotes that the j th bounding box predictor in cell i is not responsible for the prediction or that there is no ground truth boxes in cell i.
The first two terms penalize coordinates error only when the prediction is responsible for the ground truth box. As deviation in the predicted coordinates matters more for small boxes than large boxes, we take the square root of width and height. The third and fourth terms penalize confidence score error, reduced by a factor λ noobj when the prediction is not responsible for the ground truth box. As most of the grid cells don't contain object, it limits to push confidence score towards zero. The final term penalizes classification as "action" or "background" error only when there is an object in the cell. In this work, we set λ coord = 5 and λ noobj = 0.5.
Recurrent YoTube is doubly deep in spatial-temporal domain, which can learn the temporal action dynamics. To further exploit the rich RGB and Flow cues in individual frame, we train a static YoTube which shares the same architecture as the recurrent YoTube, but replaces the last LSTM layer with a fully-connected layer of same number of neurons to regress the coordinates. These two networks complement each other and their outputs are combined to further improve the performance.
B. Path Linking and Trimming
At the end of the detection process (Sec. III-A), we have a set of bounding boxes for each frame of the video B = {{b
S(p) is high for path whose detection boxes have high confidence scores and overlap significantly. λ 0 is a trade-off factor to balance the two terms.
Maximizing Eqn. 4 helps find paths whose detection box scores are high and consecutive detection boxes overlap significantly in spatial and temporal domain. The path which maximizes the energyp c = argmax pc E(p c ) can be found with the Viterbi algorithm [5] . Once an optimal path has been found, we remove the bounding boxes in previous path from the frames to construct next path until certain frame doesn't have any boxes. Fig. 4 . Illustration of the proposed peak trimming method on one UCF-101 videos: Blue and green curves represent the background and actionness scores, respectively, where blue and green crosses denote score peaks. Green patches represent the ground-truth paths and red patches represent paths that are extracted by using the proposed peak trimming method. It can be observed that the proposed method is capable of trimming the predicted paths accurately thanks to certain action and background score transition patterns.
2) Action Paths Trimming: The generated action paths as described in the last subsection spans the entire video as it greedily optimizes all confidence scores across the paths. On the other hand, human actions typically take up a fraction of it for untrimmed video. It is therefore necessary to perform trimming to remove those boxes that are unlikely belong to the action regions. Mathmetically, we would like to assign each box b t in a path p with a binary label y t ∈ {0, 1} (where 'zero' and 'one' represent the 'background' and 'action' class respectively), such that the boxes which are near (or far) from the valid action regions should be assigned to 'action' (or 'background') class as much as possible in final path labelinĝ
We also noticed that a transition in background scores typically signifies a change between action and non-action frames. In addition, the boxes within a valid action region often have high actioness scores. Hence, detecting peaks in actioness scores helps find a potential action region, while finding peaks in background score helps define the start and end of the action regions.
Hence, we propose a new method by looking at the transition pattern in the actionness and background scores for the path trimming as illustrated in Fig.4 . We first smooth the scores by computing their running average to reduce the influence of noisy classifier scores. All the peaks in both scores are then detected where a peak is defined as a local maximum among at least n neighbors:
where
Once we have found the peaks, we can select all subsequences to generate the final action proposals by applying the following algorithm: Algorithm 1 Action paths trimming using actioness and background score peaks.
Input: actioness score peaks peaks ac and background score peaks peaks bg . Output: set subseq consists of trimmed paths. subseq = ∅ for p ∈ peaks ac do s = max(peaks bg < p) e = min(peaks bg > p) add path {b s . . . b e } to subseq end for
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND BENCHMARKING
In this section, we discuss the details of implementation and benchmarking, including the dataset and evaluation metrics.
A. Training
The CNN architecture we use for feature extraction in YoTube is adapted from [20] which has 24 convolution layers and 2 fully-connected layer. We firstly replacing the last two fully connected layer with a locally connected layer with 256 filters with a 3 × 3 kernel. On top of the locally connected layer, we train an LSTM layer with 588 neurons which directly regresses the bounding boxes' coordinates. We choose locally connected layer to stablize training and improve convergence. The number of neurons in last layer means to divide the image into 7 × 7 grids and each grid predicts 2 bounding boxes.
For the RGB stream, the convolutional part of our model is pretrained on the ImageNet 1000-class dataset [30] . For the Flow stream, the convolutional part is pretrained with the weights of the RGB stream. The top layers are initialized using the method in [31] . We found no problem in convergence by initializing the weights of our Flow model with the weights of the RGB model despite the notable difference between the images distribution.
We make an extensive use of data augmentation to prevent over-fitting. This part is non negligible due to important correlation between frames of the same video. In addition to mirroring, we use corner cropping and center cropping. It means that we take a 224×224 crop from the 320×240 frame in each corner and the center. Then we resize this crop to the input size of 448 × 448. This method permits to increase the size of the dataset by a factor 12.
We use Adam [32] optimizer during training with default parameters. When training the static YoTube, we use a batch size of 32 frames from different videos during 100 epochs with an initial learning rate of 10 −4 decaying at 10 −5 after the 20 th epoch. When training the recurrent YoTube, we freeze the weighs of the convolutional layers to avoid a catastrophic forgetting. We then use a batch size of 10 sequences of 10 frames from different videos during 50 epochs. The same learning rate planning is used.
B. Datasets
UCF-101. The UCF-101 dataset is a large action recognition dataset containing 101 action categories with more than 13,000 videos and an average of 180 frames per video. A subset of 24 categories are used for the localization task with bounding box annotation corresponding to 3,204 videos. Part of these videos are untrimmed (around 25%), permitting to validate the efficiency of our trimming methods. Each video contains one or more instances of same action class. It has large variations in terms of appearance, scale, motion, etc with much diversity in terms of actions. Three train/test splits are provided with the dataset, and we perform experiments on the first split with 2,290 training videos and 914 testing videos.
UCF-Sports. This dataset contains 150 sport broadcast videos with realistic actions captured in dynamic and cluttered environments. It is challenging considering many actions with large displacement and intra-class variation. These videos have been trimmed to contain a single action instance without interruption. There are ten categories in the dataset, e.g. diving, swinging bench, horse riding, etc. We used the train-test split of videos suggested in [14] (103 for training and 47 for testing). The ground truth is provided as sequences of bounding boxes enclosing the actions. 
C. Evaluation metrics
ABO, MABO:
We use two common metrics as in [14] to report overall performance, namely Average Best Overlap (ABO) and Mean ABO (MABO). The overlap (OV) between a path d = {d s . . . d e } and a ground truth path g = {g s . . . g e } is defined as follows:
where d s and d e are the detected bounding boxes in the starting and ending frame of a path, g s and g e are the bounding boxes in the starting and ending frame of the ground-truth path. ABO measures the best localization from the set of action proposals D = {d j |j = 1...m} for the each ground-truth G, where ABO(c) is the ABO computed for the ground-truth G c of class c. The mean ABO (MABO) measures the average performance across all classes. where C is the set of action classes, G is the set of ground truth paths and G c is the set of ground truth paths for action class c.
Recall vs IoU: Another commonly used metric is the Recall vs IoU [18] , which measures the fraction of ground-truths detected in a set of overlap threshold. An instance of action, g i is correctly detected by an action proposal d j if the overlap score is higher than a threshold η i.e.: OV (d j , g i ) ≥ η where η ∈ [0, 1]. In our work, we target to maximize the recall at a 0.5 threshold as other works [14] , [15] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we first compare recurrent YoTube and static YoTube in rgb and optical flow streams. Then, we study the impact of path-trimming on the detecction performance. Finally, we compare the YoTube with the state-of-the-art. Oneata eccv-14 [4] Gkioxari cpr-15 [5] APT bmvc-15 [14] Li accv-16 [15] YoTube ( Yu cvpr-15 [12] APT bmvc-15 [14] Li accv-16 [15] YoTube (RGB + FLOW) 
A. Recurrent YoTube vs Static YoTube
The ablation comparison between recurrent and static YoTube for two streams in UCF-101 and UCF-Sports are shown in Fig. 5 , Table I and II. In UCF-101, the performance of recurrent version is slightly better than the static version in RGB stream with around 1% improvements in recall and the ensemble model (YoTube(RGB)) achieves another 3.56% improvement as shown in Table I . These results prove that the recurrent model and static model are complementary. We conjecture this is due to the RNN which captures the temporal dynamics among adjacent frames. For the results of Flow stream in Table I , the recall of static version is 1.3% better than the recurrent version and the ensemble model (YoTube(FLOW)) achieves another 4% improvement than the static version, which further confirms the complementariness of two methods. The slightly inferior result of recurrent version is probably caused by lacking training data. In addition, the ensemble flow stream (YoTube(FLOW)) performs slightly better than the ensemble rgb stream (YoTube(RGB)). This is probably because the flow field eliminates the interference from the background. The final model (YoTube (RGB+FLOW)) which combines two streams achieves another 8% improvement than the flow stream in recall, which demonstrates that the RGB and Flow streams also complement each other.
For UCF-Sports dataset, the static version has 4% better recall than the recurrent version as shown in Table II , whereas the ensemble model have the same recall as the static version, it has higher ABO and MABO for better localization. For the flow stream, the static version has 2.2% better recall than the recurrent version in the interval, the ensemble model is 2% better recall than the static version. The slightly inferior performance of recurrent YoTube could be caused by the small number of training sample. On the other hand, the higher ABO and MABO of the ensembles between static and recurrent model in both streams still proves that the two models capture complementary information to improve localization.
Moreover, we also show the result of the model without path trimmming (NO TRIM) in both Table I and II. As UCF-101 dataset contains un-trimmed video, the performance of our method without path trimming is nearly 7% lower in recall and also contains more noisy paths. This shows that the proposed path trimming is effective for the untrimmed video. For the UCF-Sports dataset which consists of trimmed videos, the performance with or without path trimming is identical. This result also proves that our method is adaptive to the video content.
B. Comparison to state-of-the-arts
We compare our method with state-of-the-arts on UCF-101 and UCF-Sports datasets. The recall-vs-IoU and recall-perclass curves for both datasets are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 .
For UCF-101 dataset, our method out-performs the state-ofthe-art [15] by 20% or more in all range of IoU. Although Li et al. use deep network (RPN) [19] , they use only one stream and their performance is only 4% better than the unsupervised method APT [14] in terms of the recall as shown in Table  III . Notwithstanding, the recall of our single stream design in RGB and Flow out-performs Li et al. [15] by 11% and 12% respectively, which proves the superiority of YoTube by using spatial-temporal modeling and two-stream design. Yu et al. [12] is based on a human detector with low-level features, which is difficult to handle large dynamic changes in the scene. The work in [27] is mainly designed for non-overlap segmentation and using low-level features, hence it is suboptimal for the task and has the lowest recall. According to the per-class recall curve in Fig. 7 , our method is better than Li et al. [15] in many classes, especially for classes that have large motion change (e.g. 'skijet', 'floor gymnastics' and 'long jump' ).
For UCF-Sports dataset, our method also out-performs Li et al. [15] by nearly 6% in terms of recall in Table IV . Moreover, the deep learning based approaches (our method and Li et al. [15] ) also largely out-perform the unsupervised methods, which proves the effectiveness of the deep networks' discriminative features. The per-class recall curve for all methods is also provided in Fig. 7 .
We also evaluate our methods in terms of other metrics, e.g. ABO, MABO, number of proposals which are also listed in Table III and IV. Our method produces the highest MABO, Recall using slighly higher number of proposal than Li et al. [15] , while still relatively smaller than [14] and [12] . Although [15] achieves the highest ABO in both datasets, there are big differences between ABO and MABO. Actually, these two measurements should be in the similar scale according to the formula in Sec. IV-C, i.e. MABO is the mean of ABO for all classes.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a novel framework for video action proposal. Given an untrimmed video as input, our method produces a small number of spatially compact and temporally smooth action proposals. The proposed method explores the regression capability of RNN and CNN to produce frame-level candidate action boxes using rgb, flow and temporal contexts among UCF101 ABO MABO Recall #Prop. Brox & Malik [27] 13.28 12.82 1.40 3 Yu et al. [12] n.a n.a 0.0 10,000 APT [14] 40 frames, hence greatly increases the accuracy and meanwhile reduces the number of false positives. The action proposals are constructed using dynamic with a novel path trimming methods. The experiments on the UCF-Sports and UCF-101 datasets highlight the effectiveness of our proposed modeling.
